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Abstract: In  the  low  energy  realization  of  the  quirk  assisted  Standard  Model,  the  couplings  between  the  exotic
particles "quirks" and gauge bosons may contribute to the W mass and muon  anomaly reported by FermiLab.
We calculate the contributions from supersymmetric quirk particles as an example. By imposing the theoretical con-
straints,  we determined that the CDF II W-boson mass increment strictly constrains the mixing and coupling para-
meters and the quirk mass , while the muon  anomaly cannot be solely attributed to the involvement of exot-
ic particles, considering their significantly large masses.
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I.  INTRODUCTION

8.8 fb−1

Given that it  contains the key information of EWSB,
precision  measurement  of W boson  mass  can  provide  a
stringent test of the SM and constrain various new phys-
ics models. Recently, CDF II collaborators at the Fermil-
ab Tevatron collider [1] utilized data corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of , acquired in proton-anti-
proton collisions at a 1.96 TeV center-of-mass energy, to
obtain the new value of W boson mass as 

MW =80,433.5±6.4(stat)±6.9(syst)

=80,433.5±9.4MeV/c2 , (1)

This finding presents a considerable discrepancy with the
predictions of the Standard Model (SM), which suggests
that [2] 

MW = 80,357±4(inputs)±4(theory)MeV/c2 , (2)

and the discrepancy is [3]1) 

∆MW = 70±11MeV/c2. (3)

If these deviations are corroborated by further experi-
ments,  they  would  strongly  suggest  the  presence  of  new
physics beyond the SM [5, 6].  Therefore,  it  is  intriguing
to examine the additional constraints that the recent CDF
II  data  can  place  on  new physics  models,  particularly  in
the context of the 125-GeV Higgs.

∆T

The  significant  increase  in  the W mass  compared  to
the  SM  prediction  could  suggest  the  presence  of  new
physics beyond the SM. Various efforts within new phys-
ics frameworks  have  been  undertaken,  where  the  anom-
aly is commonly attributed to deviations in oblique para-
meters, especially  [7, 8].

aµ = (g−2)/2
In contrast, with the current world-averaged result re-

ported by [8], the precision measurement of 
has  been  performed  by  the  E821  experiment  at
Brookhaven National Laboratory [10], 

aexp
µ = 116592091(±54)(±33)×10−11. (4)

Although the SM prediction from the Particle Data Group
leads to [9] 

aSM
µ = 116591803(±1)(±42)(±26)×10−11, (5)

the  difference  between  theory  and  experiment  shows  a
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M(exp)
W = 80.413 M(SM)

W = 80.350
1) This  estimate  of  discrepancy  can  be  changed  by  all  the  variations  at  the  level  of  10%.  For  instance,  in  Refs.  [3, 4],  the  global  fit  updated  central  values  are

 GeV and  GeV. However, it can be seen that the anomaly in the W-boson mass is certainly present.
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4.2σdiscrepancy  of ,  hinting  at  tantalizing  new  physics
beyond the SM.

ΛX

ΛQCD

ΛX

In models beyond the SM, there may exist a new con-
fining  unbroken  non-abelian  gauge  interaction  [11−17],
similar to quantum chromodynamics (QCD) in the realm
of strong interactions.  In  general,  it  can be assumed that
the new color group confinement scale  is smaller than
the  QCD  scale such  that  the  new  color  degree  of
freedom  bears  the  name  infracolor  (IC).  We  term  these
infracolor  gluon  fields  as  igluons  and  fermions  as
quirks1). It is termed as the quirk model, which is also re-
garded as a certain limit of QCD with some heavy quarks
referred to as quirks2). Furthermore, when QCD becomes
strong,  scale  becomes  much  smaller  than  the  quirk
masses  [13, 14]  with  the  light  quarks  removed  from the
particle  list.  In  contrast  to  the  real  world  scenario  with
light quarks,  where  spontaneous  chiral  symmetry  break-
ing is a concern, this hypothetical version of QCD could
exhibit significantly  different  phenomenological  charac-
teristics.

SU(N)

Following the discovery of  the SM Higgs boson,  the
Large  Hadron  Collider  (LHC)  has  conducted  extensive
searches  for  various  potential  new  physics  phenomena
beyond  the  SM.  Solutions  addressing  the  SM's  gauge
hierarchy problem,  such  as  supersymmetry  and  compos-
ite Higgs models,  typically anticipate a colored top part-
ner  with  a  mass  around  the  TeV  scale.  However,  these
theories have faced challenges due to the absence of con-
firmatory  results  in  LHC  searches  to  date.  Theories  of
neutral  naturalness  [18] aim  to  address  the  gauge  hier-
archy  problem  without  introducing  colored  states  and
thereby  relieve  the  tension  with  the  LHC  searches.  This
class of models includes folded supersymmetry [19, 20],
quirky little Higgs [21], twin Higgs [22−24], and minim-
al neutral naturalness models [25]. In these models, some
new  gauge symmetries are introduced in addition
to the SM gauge group.  Within the framework of  super-
symmetry, quirk particles, new vector-like fermions, and
their scalar  counterparts  are  part  of  the  same  supermul-
tiplet.  Therefore,  we  will  explore  the  low-energy  effects
of quirks in this model.

GX

ΛX GX

GX

GX

Fs

ΛX

Fs ∝ Λ2
X

The quirk particle is charged under both the SM elec-
troweak gauge group and new confining  gauge group,
and  its  mass  is  much  larger  than  the  confinement  scale
( )  of  the . At  colliders,  the  quirk  can  only  be  pro-
duced  in  pairs  due  to  the  conserved  symmetry.  The
interaction between two quirks induced by the  gauge
bosons, the infracolor force ,  will lead to non-conven-
tional  signals  in  the  detector.  The  manifestation  of  the
quirk  signal  is  strongly  dependent  on  given  that

 [15, 26].
The  quirk  particle,  due  to  its  substantial  electroweak

g−2

g−2

couplings  with  gauge  bosons  and  interactions  with
leptons, may  have  a  significant  impact.  Hence,  we  con-
sider the quirk contributions to the W mass increment and
the  anomaly in  this  study.  The rest  of  this  paper  is
organized as follows.  In Sec.  II,  we introduce the super-
symmetric quirk particles and relevant couplings. In Sec.
III,  we  discuss  the  constraints  of  the  CDF  II W boson
mass data on the parameters  within the quirk models.  In
Sec.  IV,  the quirk contribution to the  anomaly will
be calculated. Sec. V lists our conclusions. 

II.  QUIRK PARTICLES AND
RELEVANT COUPLINGS

QQ̄
The  dynamics  of  infracolor  interactions  can  enable
 bound  states  to  remain  stable  over  distances  on  the

order of centimeters, thus preventing their annihilation. In
some cases,  production of  the  "squirk-antisquirk"  pair  at
the  LHC  can  quickly  lose  their  excitation  energy  via
bremsstrahlung  and  can  relax  to  the  ground  state  of  the
scalar quirkonium [19, 20, 27].

GX = SU(2)X

SO(3)X SU(3)X

GX

N = 2 3 3

D, L, S D̃, L̃, S̃
GX ×SU(3)c×SU(2)L ×U(1)Y

To maintain  perturbative  gauge  coupling  unification,
the new gauge non-Abelian group should be 
or  or ,  and  the  new  vector-like  fermions
and their  scalar  partners  in  the  same supermultiplets  un-
der  the  framework  of  supersymmetry  can  all  be  quirk
particles  [27].  With  the  new  color  group ,  the  new
fields are taken to transform in , , or  dimension-
al  representations,  respectively,  for  these  three  cases.
Thus, the new quirk chiral supermultiplets containing fer-
mion  multiplet  and  their  partners  trans-
form under [27].

GX = SU(2)XWhen , 

D,D = (2,3,1,−1
3

)+ (2,3,1,
1
3

), (6)

 

L,L = (2,1,2,
1
2

)+ (2,1,2,−1
2

), (7)

 

S ,S = (2,1,1,0)×2nS , (8)

GX = SU(3)Xand , 

D,D = (3,3,1,−1
3

)+ (3,3,1,
1
3

), (9)

 

L,L = (3,1,2,
1
2

)+ (3,1,2,−1
2

), (10)
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1) Quirks can have their scalar partner called squirks, and they can also exist in the same supermultiplets.
2) This particle was also called "thetons" [11, 12] or "iquark" [17]
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S ,S = [(3,1,1,0)+ (3,1,1,0)]×nS , (11)

GX = SO(3)Xand , 

D,D = (3,3,1,−1
3

)+ (3,3,1,
1
3

), (12)

 

L,L = (3,1,2,
1
2

)+ (3,1,2,−1
2

), (13)

 

S ≡ S = (3,1,1,0)×nS . (14)

D, L, S D̃, L̃, S̃

µHuHd

Hu Hd

vu,vd

tanβ = vu/vd v =
√

v2
u+ v2

d ≈ 175
HuHd DD̄ LL̄ S S̄

 and their partners  can be assumed to
obtain the masses, which are similar to the superpotential
term  of  the  minimum  SUSY  models  (MSSM), ,
where  and  denote  vector-like Higgs  chiral  super-
multiplets  in  SUSY  models,  with  VEVs  ratio

 and  GeV. If  it  is  as-
sumed that the mass terms  and  and  and 
are forbidden at tree-level, the non-renormalizable super-
potential terms may appear as [27−29] 

W =
1

M2
P

XX
(
λµHuHd +λDDD+λLLL+λS i S iS i

)
, (15)

i = 1, . . . ,nS nS

GX

MP = 2.4×1018 X,X
1011

−Lsoft

where  with  SM group singlets in the same
representations  of ,  and  the  reduced  Planck  mass

 GeV.  Fields  will obtain  VEVs  ap-
proximately in the order of GeV, which are at  inter-
mediate-scale.  These  VEVs  are  natural  because  terms
such as a superpotential W and soft terms [29] exist: 

W =
λX

4M2
P

X3X, (16)

 

−Lsoft = m2
X |X|2+m2

X |X|
2+

Å
aX

4M2
P

X3X+ c.c.
ã
. (17)

Given  that  there  may  exist  a  minimum  value  of  the
potential, the vector-like mass terms in the low-energy ef-
fective superpotential can be expressed as [27] 

W = µHuHd +µDDD+µLLL+µS i S iS i. (18)

µ,µD,µL,µS

λµ,λD,λL,λS

µ,µD,µL,µS

where  can  be  in  the  order  of  100  GeV  to  1
TeV  only  if  the  corresponding  couplings ,
which are  respectively absorbed into  factors,
are not too small.

nS > 0For ,  the  new  chiral  supermultiplets  can  have
Yukawa couplings in addition to their mass terms in Eq.
(18): 

W = kiHuLS i+ k′i HdLS i. (19)

Furthermore, if there exists a superpotential term such as 

W = λℓS̃ Lℓ (20)

ℓ SU(2)L

g−2
with  being  an  MSSM  doublet  lepton,  we  can
that  expect  it  can  influence  the  muon  discrepancy
between the experiments and theoretical calculation. 

S, T, UIII.   PARAMETERS AND W-MASS
INCREMENT

S ,T,U

The corrections  to  various  electroweak  precision  ob-
servables can  be  obtained  from  the  corresponding  ob-
lique  parameters.  The  new  physics  contributions  to  the
W-boson  mass  increment  can  embody  in  the  Peskin's

 oblique parameters [7, 8, 30−32] as follows [7, 8,
33−35]: 

∆mW =
αmW

2(c2
W − s2

W)

Å
−1

2
S + c2

WT +
c2

W − s2
W

4s2
W

U
ã
, (21)

with 

αS = 4s2
wc2

w

ï
Π′ZZ(0)− c2

w− s2
w

swcw
Π′Zγ(0)−Π′γγ(0)

ò
,

αT =
ΠWW(0)

m2
w
− ΠZZ(0)

m2
Z
,

αU = 4s2
w

[
Π′WW(0)− c2

wΠ
′
ZZ(0)−2swcwΠ

′
Zγ(0)− s2

wΠ
′
γγ(0)

]
,

(22)

α−1(0) = 137.035999084 , s2
W = 0.23126and .

(S , T, U)

S , T, U

The  oblique  parameters  [7, 8], which  rep-
resent  radiative  corrections  to  the  two-point  functions  of
gauge  bosons,  can  describe  most  effects  on  precision
measurements.  As  we  know,  the  total  size  of  the  new
physics sector can be measured by the oblique parameter
S, while the weakisospin breaking can be measured by T
parameter.  The  new results  of  can  be  expressed
as [36] 

S = 0.14±0.08, T = 0.26±0.06, U = 0. (23)

The most important electroweak precision constraints
on  quirk  models  comes  from  the  electroweak  oblique
parameters S and T [7, 8, 30−32]. Hence,  we  will  pro-
ceed  to  study  the  connection  between  the  electroweak
precision data  with  the W mass.  The model  can produce
main  corrections  to  the  masses  of  gauge  bosons  via  the
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self-energy  diagrams  exchanging  the  vector-like  extra
fermions.

k, k′

S ,T
With  the  Yukawa  couplings , the  new  contribu-

tions  to  Peskin-Takeuchi  observables  from the  new
fermions can be expressed as [27] 

∆T =
Nv4

480πs2
W M2

W M2
F

[13(k̂4+ k̂′4)+2(k̂3k̂′+ k̂k̂′3)

+18k̂2k̂′2], (24)

 

∆S =
Nv2

30πM2
F

[4k̂2+4k̂′2−7k̂k̂′], (25)

k̂ = k sinβ k̂′ = k′ cosβ v ≈ 175where  and  and  GeV,

S , T 1σ
mF tanβ k′

In  our  analysis,  we  will  perform  a  global  fit  to  the
predictions  of  parameters  in  profiled  favoured
regions.  We  scan , , k,  and  parameters  in  the
following ranges: 

100 GeV ≤ mF ≤ 1100 GeV, 1 ≤ tanβ ≤ 50, 0.01 < k,k′ < 1.
(26)

tanβ mF

k, k′ 100−1100
(0.01−1

mF , tanβ
N, k, k′ mF

In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, we show that the W mass incre-
ment  varies  with  ratio ,  Fermion  masses ,  and

, which are in the range of (1−50), (  GeV),
and ),  respectively,  with  the  fixed  parameters
shown  in  the  figures.  Based  on  the  two  figures,  we  can
observe  that  the W mass increment  decreases  monoton-
ously  as  increase, while  it  increases  monoton-
ously  as  increase.  The  dependence  of N and 
of the W mass increment is obvious.

tanβ

tanβ ∆S ∆T
sinβ cosβ

1
tanβ

However,  when  increases,  the  influence  will
consistently decrease. This is because, from Eq. (24) and
(25), the ratio of  appears in  and  in the form
of  and . Specifically, the former approaches the
maximum value of , and latter approaches the minimum
value of 0 as the value of  increases.

k′
We can  also  observe  that  the  effect  from  the  coup-

lings k and  is not equivalent in Fig. 2 and the contribu-

10−2

k′ 10−3

k′

k′ cosβ
tanβ = 30

tion range from k can span from negative to positive 
GeV, while that from can be within  GeV. The in-
sensitivity of  is  due to oblique parameters in Eq.  (24)
and  (25).  Furthermore,  is  always  multiplied  by ,
which is too small when , as shown inFig. 1 and
Fig.  2. Hence,  it  is  necessary  to  consider  the  contribu-
tions in the whole parameter space.

Additionally, in most parameter space, the W mass in-
crement is in the experimental limit. Hence, we can try to
constrain the parameters according to the bound of the W
mass discrepancy  between  the  experiments  and  SM pre-
diction in Eq. (3).

N, mF , tanβ, k, k′

1σ
10000 6149

N = 2

The  aforementioned  constraints  on  the W increment
mass  from parameters  are obtained in-
dependently.  In Fig.  3,  we  consider  the  joint  effect  by
scanning  the  allowed  points,  which  potentially  exist  for
the  mass  increment  in  the  range  of  the  experimental
bound.  We  set  scanned  random  points,  and 
points  meet  the  constraints  in  the  scanning.  It  should  be
noted that we fixed  in Fig. 3 to ensure that it does
not exert much influence on the results.

mF

mF

∆T
∆S

∆T

∆T ∆S
∆mW

mF

mF ∆mW mF

Based on the first  diagram in Fig.  3,  we can observe
that there are almost no constraints on ,  and it  can be
any value selected in the scanning. This is due to the fact
that in our parameter spaces, within all the potential val-
ues of the fermion mass , it can be observed from Eqs.
(24)  and  (25)  that  the  coefficient  of  is  much  larger
than that of . Furthermore, the contributions of the fol-
lowing terms of the twos are of the same size. Hence, the
contribution  of  is  primary.  On  the  other  hand,  the
coefficient  is  much  smaller  than  the  subsequent  terms.
Then, from Eq. (21),  we can observe that  the coefficient
of  is larger than that of . This ensures that they to-
gether  contribute  positively  to  and  the  coefficients
are smaller than the subsequent terms, while  is a part
of the coefficients. Therefore, as long as the result is pos-
itive,  hardly affects . This implies that  is not
restrained by the CDF data.

k′

k > 0.4

Based on the first diagram in Fig. 3, we can also ob-
serve  that  the  contributions  from k and  are  not  the
same as discussed above and k is bound as , while

 

mF tanβFig. 1.    (color online) W mass increment varies with varying  and .
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k′ k′

k′

cosβ tanβ
1

the range of  is the whole space. The insensitivity of 
is due to the fact that  is always multiplied by the factor

, which is small for large values of  which start
at .

tanβ
sinβ k′

cosβ sin2 β+ cos2 β = 1
tanβ

The third diagram of Fig. 2 shows that the constraints
on  are also quite weak, which can also be observed
in  the  right  diagram of Fig.  1.  Given k and ,  and

 appear  together,  and  the  relation 
will finally decrease the contribution as  increases.

Thus,  we can conclude that  in most of the parameter
space,  the  parameters  in  supersymmetric  quirk  models

k ≳ 0.4
can  account  for  the  CDF data  of  the W mass  increment,
and only the constraints on k is evident, . 

g−2IV.  THE  ANOMALY OF THE NEW
COUPLINGS

g−2In  quirk  models,  the  muon  contributions  are
mainly  obtained  via  the  one-loop  diagrams  induced  by
the  couplings  shown  in  Eq.  (20)  as  shown  in Fig.  4.  It
should  be  noted  that  two-loop  Barr-Zee diagrams  disap-
pear because  there  is  no  mixing  between  SM gauge  bo-

 

k′Fig. 2.    (color online) Same as Fig. 1, but with varying k and .

 

1σFig. 3.    (color online) Allowed points in the parameter space to explain the CDF II results of the W-mass within  range.
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m2
µ/m

2
Ssons of the new quirk particles [27] and  suppres-

sion of the diagram containing such two couplings [37].
The  one-loop  contribution  can  be  expressed  as

[38−41] 

∆aqm
µ (1− loop)(b)

H = λ
2
ℓ

m2
µ

16π2

∫ 1

0
dx

x3− x2

m2
S x+m2

L(1− x)
, (27)

λ2
ℓwhere  denotes the coupling shown in Eq. (20), where

the one-loop moment magnetic can be realized as shown
in Fig. 4.

S̃

100−1100 λ2
ℓ

0 1

Given that (L) is the scalar (fermion) component of
the supermultiplet, its mass should be in the same level as
that  of  the  fermion F;  therefore,  we  consider  it  to  vary
also in the range of  GeV. We scan coupling 
from  to .

∼ 10−10

100

Figure 5 indicates that the contributions from the scal-
ar  and fermion within  the  supermultiplet  at  the  one-loop
level are negative, and their absolute values are relatively
small, approximately , which can not possibly ex-
plain  the  the  discrepancy  between  the  experiments  and
the theoretical prediction. The situation is not surprising,
since it has been pointed out that the contribution may be
large  only  if  the  scalar  masses  are  very  small,  such  as
several  GeV  [42, 43].  However,  our  choice  for  the  new
particle masses is larger than  GeV.

g−2

Hence,  at  the  one-loop  level,  it  is  difficult  to  fill  the
gap between the experiments and theoretical prediction in
the  supersymmetric  quirk  models.  Therefore,  with  the
missing  two-loop  Barr-Zee  diagram,  we  can  conclude
that the supersymmetric quirk models cannot account for
the muon  anomaly. 

V.  CONCLUSIONS

In  this  study,  we  first  show  that  the W mass incre-

tanβ mF k, k′

1σ

mF

k′ k > 0.4
k′ tanβ

k ≳ 0.4

ment varies with the parameters , , and  with
respect  to  different  new  color  group  representations N.
Furthermore, we determine that the dependence on para-
meters  of  the W mass  increment  is  obvious.  Then,  we
scan the  allowed points  that  can  potentially  exist  for  the
mass  increment  in  the  range  of  the  experimental
bound and determine that there are almost no constraints
on . Hence, we determine that the contributions from k
and  are not the same, with ,  while the range of

 is  the whole space.  Moreover,  the constraints on 
are quite weak. This implies that, in most of the paramet-
er  space,  supersymmetric  quirk  models  can  account  for
the CDF data of the W mass increment, and only the con-
straints on k are obvious, .

g−2

Additionally,  we  calculate  the  contribution  from  the
vector-like  fermions  and  scalars  in  the  supermultiplet  to
the  muon  anomaly  at  the  one-loop level.  We  de-
termine that it is difficult to account for the gap between
the experiments  and  theoretical  prediction  in  the  super-
symmetric quirk models.

g−2

Thus, we conclude that, in the parameter space of su-
persymmetric quirk models, the W mass increment of the
CDF data  can  be  accounted  for.  However,  the  contribu-
tion  from the  vector-like fermions  and  scalars  in  the  su-
permultiplet  to  the  muon  anomaly  at  the  one-loop
level is not sufficient to remedy the discrepancy between
experiment and theory.
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